The long-awaited return to in-person
theatre has finally arrived. This moment
has been in the planning stages from
the moment we closed our last fullystaged performance—579 days before
the opening of this one. We are thrilled
you are here to help us return to (show)
business as (almost) usual.
The Full Monty is the perfect show with
which to welcome you all back. It is full
of heart, humor, wonderful songs, and
focuses on a delightful group of salt-ofthe-earth folk who are in the midst of a (Photo by Laura Dierbeck)
very challenging period of their lives.
We could draw parallels to the era in which we now find ourselves,
but no matter the time, place, or circumstances, we cannot get by
without each other. As the unlikely friends in The Full Monty learn
over the course of the show, they cannot be their best selves
without coming together for a common purpose. That is how
communities can change each other and the world. We may not all
be “Letting It Go” in the same way as these gentlemen, but we can
certainly welcome the wonder of working as one to take better care
of ourselves and one another.
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The Creative Team
Terrence McNally: (Book)

David Yazbek: (Music/Lyrics)

David Yazbek was born in New York City
America lost one of
in 1961. A writer,
its great playwrights
musician,
when Terrence
composer, and
McNally died of
lyricist, he is best
complications
known for writing
from COVID-19 on
the music and
March 24, 2020. He
lyrics for the
was 81.
Broad-way
musicals The Full
Terrence McNally has been described as Monty (2000), Dirty Rotten Scoundrels
"the bard of American theater and "one
(2005), Women on the Verge of a
of the greatest contemporary
Nervous Breakdown (2010), The Band’s
playwrights. His numerous awards
Visit (2017 – Tony Award), and
include five Tony Awards for Love!
Tootsie (2019).
Valour! Compassion! and Master
Class and the Tony Award for Best Book After graduating from Brown University,
of a Musical for Kiss of the Spider
Yazbek got a job writing for David
Woman and Ragtime; and the
Letterman‘s late night television show
2019 Tony Award for Lifetime
and won an Emmy Award as part of
Achievement.
Letterman’s writing team in 1986, but left
McNally, was inducted into the American
Theater Hall of Fame in 1996, and he
also received the Dramatists Guild
Lifetime Achievement Award in 2011 and
the Lucille Lortel Lifetime Achievement
Award. In 2018, he was inducted into
the American Academy of Arts and
Letters, the highest recognition of artistic
merit in the United States. His other
accolades include an Emmy Award,
two Guggenheim Fellowships,
a Rockefeller, four Drama Desk Awards,
two Lucille Lortel Awards, two Obie
Awards, and three Hull-Warriner Awards.
He will also be remembered or his
screenplays, teleplays, and his memoir.
In an address to members of the League
of American Theatres and Producers he
remarked, "I think theatre teaches us
who we are, what our society is, where
we are going. I don't think theatre can
solve the problems of a society, nor
should it be expected to...

to pursue his love of music.
An accomplished musician, Yazbek
wrote many commercial jingles and has
released five rock albums to date which
highlight his unique perspective and wry
sense of humor. He has written many
songs and background music for
children’s television shows. He also cowrote, with songwriter Sean Altman, a
high school friend, the theme song for
the Emmy award winning PBS-TV
series Where in The World Is Carmen
Sandiego?

Skylight is going Full Monty!
… but what does that mean?
Our first return to
producing with a full
audience in the
Cabot Theatre has
us back in full
swing! The Full
Monty was a
famous movie from
across the pond in
1997 written by
Simon Beaufoy and
directed by Peter Cattaneo. The stage
version has the music, the fun, and the
heart we wanted to bring to the stage.
For those of you who may not know,
“The Full Monty” refers to baring it all.
However, when we bring you “The Full
Monty,” we are bringing you more than
just a highly anticipated striptease at the
end of a hit musical.
Although that definition of the term was
made wildly popular by the blockbuster
film, the term has not always referred to
full nudity. Earliest reports of the term,
according to wordhistories.net, is from a
British outfitter named Montague Burton.
They used the phrase when referring to
the purchase of an entire three-piece
suit. It would go on to describe very welldressed individuals. It is ironic that,
colloquially, it has come to mean the
exact opposite! Eventually, the term
would become defined by Oxford
Dictionary as: the full amount expected,
desired, or possible.
Here at Skylight, we are delighted,
excited, and honored, to give you the full
amount of talent and entertainment that
you would expect, desire, and could be
made possible by us…. All while giving
you The Full Monty!

plays don't do that. People do. [But plays
can] provide a forum for the ideas and
feelings that can lead a society to decide
to heal and change itself.”
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A Brief History of Chippendales
“Chippendales leveled the playing field of sexuality,” said

Chippendales in Lockdown

Scott Macdonald, the author of the book “Deadly Dance:
The Chippendales Murders. He continued: “Before
Chippendales, pornography was almost exclusively for
men. Steve tapped into . . . the fact that women want porn
as well.” Chippendales is very present in the script of The
Full Monty, acting as the inspiration for Jerry’s big plan
towards financial success and securing joint custody of his
son. Chippendales was founded by Somen “Steve”
Banerjee in his Los Angeles club in 1979. Just shy of
1,000 women would pack the upper East Side
Chippendales club nightly, seeing the only show that
promoted sexy men as headliners. As popularity grew,
Banerjee hired Nick De Noya, an Emmy-awarding winning
artist, to enhance the production quality. They aspired to
reach the glitz, glam, and glory of a Las Vegas production.
They did that, and more, and successfully launched a
Chippendale’s touring production, which still runs today.
People may remember their appearances on Oprah, Phil
Donahue, or may even recall their workout video (which
can be found on YouTube.)

How the Franchise Survived the Pandemic

Hundreds of thousands of fans see the famous Chippendales
in their Las Vegas home or on their country-wide tour.
However, when the pandemic hit, many performing artists,
including Chippendales, had to adapt. In an age of social
media, they took to their various social media accounts and
got to work! Throughout the pandemic, via Instagram, Tik
Tok, and other popular platforms, not only did the performers
of Chippendales show their faces (and some iconic
costumes), but they also incorporated themselves into
people’s (safer-at) homes. After their formal announcement
of postponing their 2020 Get Naughty Tour, they provided
short work-out videos to keep us moving, precious pictures
with their real-life pet companions to help us smile, the wildly
popular #ManCrushMonday (#MCM) photo posts, and timecapsule worthy parodies (with toilet paper) to give us a laugh
during a dark time. In a gutsy and ultimately beneficial move,
they continued their live performances by adapting to virtual
appearances. They began booking visits through Cameo, a
platform that allows you to pay for a visit with your favorite
celebrity, and launched Chippendales@home, where you
could book virtual parties. If you were celebrating a birthday
or impending nuptials, they didn’t let COVID stand in the way
of your fun with Chippendales! Not only did they continue to
entertain; they also joined the movement to end COVID.
They joined an alliance with Vegas entertainers and publicly
supported and encouraged masked wearing on a variety of
social media platforms with the hashtag #VegasSmart. They
even created their own slogan when supporting
#IMaskUpForYou: 6FT TALL, 6 PACK ABS, 6FT APART.
Through all of their virtual success, they made it through a
very scary time, like so many other performing organizations.
Lucky for us, their legendary Chippendales All-Star Calendar
survived it, as well!
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The legacy of its production and performers still inspires
audiences and other productions, including our leading
men in The Full Monty.”

Pictured above: Somen “Steve” Banerjee (L) and Nick De Noya (R).
Photo courtesy of www.nypost.com

The Full “Brunchy”
The term “full monty” is also
often found in British
cookbooks! A full English
breakfast often includes
poached or scrambled eggs,
back bacon, bubbles and
squeak, or a cabbage and
bean dish, fried tomatoes,
blood pudding (a traditional
Irish/Scottish sausage),
beans, and buttery toast. Often people order a selection from
the traditional meal, as it’s rich with oils. However, if you’ve
got the stomach for this tasty treat, be sure to order “The Full
Monty” next time you sit for brunch.

Bringing Real Life to Stage

concepts to be far too
large for the relatable
Costuming Realism in Broadway’s characters. They
The Full Monty with Robert Leonard needed to focus more
on the bodies, rather
Robert Leonard took on the meticulous
than the clothing they
task of costuming The Fully Monty for
the original production that premiered at would wear.
the Old Globe in San Diego, CA, as well Costumers headed
straight to every day
as the Broadway Premiere. In an effort
to bring the audience even closer to the stores and shopped
characters and the story, this show was for the performers,
aiming for a blue-collar
designed as close to the real world as
look, assigning each
possible. The concept was “real life.”
Just as the storylines are relatable, so is role a color scheme to
the wardrobe. Robert said, “It was clear allow them to “pop”
when the script
The cast of Skylight Music Theatre’s 2021 production of The Full Monty, costumed by Skylight’s Shima Orans
we all wanted to tell the same story
and her crew.(Photo by Mark Frohna)
required it. The
about friendship, courage, and family
dressing
process
was
values… The audience should be
(drawn) to the actor, rather than what the so personal, they found they had to
they also had to be dressed with
clothing might tell you… They are larger re-dress certain characters when
sincerity and realism. Leonard credits his
transitioning from San Diego to NYC. As assistant, Michelle Short, for redirecting
than life, yet real.” Breaking from
tradition, the costume process excluded they shopped, costumers discovered the him towards the successful female
overtone of each role. The women were wardrobe which perfectly balanced the
traditional renderings or sketches of
a particular challenge as they are
costume on actors. They existed in the
men, bringing true wardrobe realism to
depicted to be vibrant and humorous,
beginning, but they found those
the stage.

What’s the “steel?” The Demise of the Steel Industry, from Sheffield, UK to Buffalo, NY
Although the movie and staged production are set in two cities by bodies
of water that are half a globe apart, they share commonalities in the
importance of their steel industry to the economy, and the aftermath of
what was left behind when they shut down.
In the 1997 movie, the story takes place in the city of Sheffield, England
where The Company of Cutlers in Hallamshire was established in 1624.
The city was established as
a staple in the steel industry
in the 1740’s when
Benjamin Huntsman, a
An abandoned steel factory in Sheffield.
native to the city, made vast
improvements in production quality. Stainless steel was even invented in
Sheffield by Harry Brearley in 1912. Unfortunately, that all changed after the 1973
oil crisis and changes in technology, replacing many men with machinery on the
working line. Lackawanna Steel, a subsidiary of Bethlehem Steel located in
Lackawanna, New York, (nine minutes from Buffalo where the Broadway show
courtesy of Peter Dean Beck
AnRendering
image
of the decaying administration building
is set), met a similar fate. The Lackawanna Steel and Coke* Company was
of
Bethlehem
Steel.
founded in the 1800’s and relocated to New York in 1900. Bethlehem Steel
nearly survived after the steel industry’s downfall. However, after the factory deteriorated in the 1970’s due to competition and
high state taxes, Bethlehem announced their closure on June 25th, 1982, laying off 10,000 employees over a period of mere
months. Production stopped on October 15th, 1982. After the production of coke stopped in 2001, the remaining 250 workers
were let go.
Both booming steel suppliers left large holes in the economies and in the lives of former employees. Lucky for our guys in The
Full Monty, their loss led them to lose a few extra layers and find a success many may have only dreamed while working on the
line.
*coke: an essential fuel and reactant in the blast furnace process for primary steelmaking
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